
Add the word possession to these sentences.

I took                         of the magic crystal.

"Is it in your                        ?" Mum asked.

My phone was my only                        .

The book came into my                        . 

Trace the word possession. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word possession. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
possession belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
possession inside the hands.

Finish off the word possession.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: possession 1

possession

possession

possession

poss                        ssion

               on p                

                                       

Which of these words can mean the  
same as possession?

Write your own sentence containing the word possession.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word possession.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

ownership partnership fellowship

posesion posession possetion
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Add the word possible to these sentences.

I know of five                         answers.

"Will it be                        ?" asked the manager.

Contact me as soon as                        .

This is the shortest                         route. 

Trace the word possible. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word possible. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
possible belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
possible inside the hands.

Finish off the word possible.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: possible 2

possible
possible
possible

pos                            ble

                 e p                

                               

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word possible.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word possible.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word possible.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

posible possable posibul
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Add the word potatoes to these sentences.

I love eating roast                        .

"Do you want any                        ?" asked the chef.

We ate meat and                        .

                        grow beneath the ground. 

Trace the word potatoes. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word potatoes. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
potatoes belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
potatoes inside the hands.

Finish off the word potatoes.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: potatoes 3

potatoes
potatoes
potatoes

pot                           oes

                 s p                

                               

Write another word that you can make out of the 
letters in the word potatoes.

 

Write your own sentence containing the word potatoes.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word potatoes.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

potaitoes potatos patetoes
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Add the word pressure to these sentences.

I was under a lot of                        .

"Please don't put                         on me!"

Apply lots of                         to the wound.

The gate buckled under the                        . 

Trace the word pressure. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word pressure. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
pressure belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
pressure inside the hands.

Finish off the word pressure.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: pressure 4

pressure
pressure
pressure

pre                           ure

                 e p                

                               

Which of these words means the same as pressure?

Write your own sentence containing the word pressure.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word pressure.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

preshure presure presher

face force fright freed
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Add the word probably to these sentences.

I                         won't be able to eat it all.

"                       ," replied Anise.

She would                         never see him again.

I'll                         be free next tuesday. 

Trace the word probably. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word probably. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the word 
probably belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
probably inside the hands.

Finish off the word probably.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: probably 5

probably
probably
probably

prob                        ably

                 y p                

                               

Which of these words means the same as probably?

Write your own sentence containing the word probably.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word probably.

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

proberbly probly probubly

liking likely liked licking
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